THE AMBLING INFLUENCE end up in the ASB PART 1
Cave drawings from the Steppes of Asia
(http://www.spanishjennet.org/history.shtml).

English palfrey, cc 1795 – 1865.
(http://www.1st-art-gallery.com/JohnFrederick-Herring-Snr/My-Ladye's-Palfrey.html).

Lady Conaway's Spanish Jennet
(http://www.spanishjennet.org/registry.shtml)

The American Saddlebred Horse is famous for his
gaits, but where do these gaits come from? Gaited
horses have been around for many years, but how
did they end up in the American Saddlebred? This
series of articles will take you from the dawn of the
gaited horse through to the modern day Saddlebred,
look at the genetics behind the ambling gait and give
you some pointers as to the physique of the gaited
horse.
What is a gaited horse anyway? Every pace of the
horse, be it walk, trot or canter, is called a “gait”. For
the gaited enthusiast, any horse can do these gaits,
what they are interested in is the smooth non-jarring
lateral gait (the legs on one side moving together).
This “gait” comes in many guises and names
depending on the collection, speed and length of
stride of the horse, as well as the individual breed of
the horse. It is the specific pattern of footfall and the
cadence that defines the gait in each of the gaited
breeds. A quiet horse may well have a better gait
than his flashy fast-moving counterpart, so look
beyond the hype and see exactly what those feet
and hindquarters are doing.
This smooth-moving gait has been depicted in cave
walls and fossilised in footprints dating to over 3½
million years ago – so just how did it get from there
to the American Saddlebred? We know that horses
are not native to America, so to answer that
question we must travel back in time and place to
Europe and Asia. Gaited horses in America can be
traced back to the early 1600’s, primarily in the
north-east, brought there from Scotland and Ireland
– the Galloways and Hobbies. At this time, any horse
performing a lateral gait was said to be “ambling”
and referred to as a palfrey. ASHA literature tells us
of the influence of the Ancient English Ambler, or
Palfrey, from 500-1500AD and of the Galloways and
Hobbies from 1625AD on the influence in the
development of the American Saddlebred.

Earlier than this though, in the 1400’s Palfreys were also introduced to the south-west corner of
the “New World” and consisted of Spanish Barbs and Spanish Jennets. Palfreys were thought to
have descended from the Spanish Jennet, so before we step into British history to delve into the
background of the American Saddlebred, let us first travel to Ancient Spain where, with the
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mingling of cultures and their mounts, Medieval
Spain produced what would become one of the
world’s finest riding horses – the Spanish Jennet.
The story, however, starts a lot earlier…
Around 1000BC a nomadic tribe of horsemen from
the Steppes (Scythia) travelled west following the
Danubee River and their descendants ended up in
North Africa. Around 850BC, trade in the western
Mediterranean
was
dominated
by
the
Carthaginians, a Phoenician colony based on the
north coast of Africa – the descendants of these
earlier nomadic horsemen. Having been defeated
by the Romans in the First Punic War (264-241BC)
the Carthaginians looked towards the Iberian
Peninsula to expand. With a heavy cavalry
component, they crossed their stallions with the
horses in Spain. Before long, these horses became
known as the best in the world – being able to trace
their lineage back through centuries to the horses
of the Steppes of Central Asia.
During the Second Punic War (218-201BC), the
Carthaginians were again defeated by Rome.
Capturing the Iberian Peninsula and its treasure of
horses, these mounts were once again on a
westwards march across the world with their new
Roman owners. Romans had no stirrups – in fact at
that time they did not posses a single word in their
vocabulary for the word “trot”. This westward drive
by the Romans brought to the British Isles these
nimble-footed gaited horses, who were no doubt
the fore-runners of the Hobbies and Galloways,
who in turn were the fore-runners of the American
Saddlebred Horse. Early Romans refered to gaited
horses as gradarious or ambulatory (meaning
walker) and trotting horses as acussator or
cruciator (tormentor or crucifier) [Imus, 1995]. The
name “Palfrey” goes back to the Roman occupation
of the British Isles and comes from the Latin word
for “relay-horse” and was a general term given to
any saddle horse that could perform ambling gaits.

The wheels of fortune turned again when the
Iberian Peninsula was conquered by the Goths
(376-382AD) – their method of keeping the horses
for themselves (un-mounted enemies are easier to deal with) resulted in the number of Spanish
Horses diminishing during this period.
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700 years before Columbus set sail for the New World, a
wave of Islamic followers swept westwards from Arabia,
Egypt and Libya, over-running the Goths on the Iberian
Peninsula. With them came their Arabian and Berber
Horses (Barbs). As the Spanish resistance to this invasion
centred around the rugged terrain of NW Spain, they had
little choice but to adopt and follow the cavalry tactics of
their enemy. Whilst the rest of Europe concentrated on
larger and larger horses to carry knights in their heavy
armour into battle, the Spanish began to produce a horse
of medium size, with great agility, strength and heart;
crossing their own horses with those of the Moorish
invaders – producing the horse that became the
Andalucian.
All the ancestral breeds brought something to the pot –
the beauty of the Andalucian, the hardiness of the Barb,
the elegance and stamina of the Arabian and the easy
riding gaits from the Goths and Carthaginian horses. From
this melting pot of genes emerged the Spanish Jennet,
supposedly in or around Granada set in southern Spain.
History up to this point also heavily features the coloured
and spotted horse but that, as they say, is another story.
In 1492AD, after 700 years of occupation, the Iberian
Peninsula was conquered by forces of Aragon and Castile –
this victory set the stage for the next step – the conquest
of the New World. The Spanish Jennet was abundant
during this time and the twenty-five horses selected by
Columbus to make the trip were comprised of Andalucians
and Spanish Jennets. These horses spread quickly
throughout the Caribbean – they arrived in Puerto Rico in
1509, Cuba in 1511, Panama in 1512, Mexico in 1517 and
Columbia in 1524. By the early 1500s there were many
horse breeding operations in the New World – those with
the smooth riding gait were the most prized and it is these
that developed into the breeds of the Pasos found today.

THE AMBLING INFLUENCE PART 2
He rode upon a rouncy, from the
Shipman’s tale by Chaucer
(http://www.people.fas.harvard.ed
u/.../canttales/shipt/)

In part 1 of this article we looked at where the “gaited” part of
the American Saddlebred Horse might have come from and
travelled from the Steppes of Asia in 1000BC to the invasion of
the New World by Columbus in the early 1500’s.
Whilst all this was going on, Britain was steadily progressing
with the production of their own Palfreys. Written records from
the Friday Horse Market at Smithfield in 1171 describe the
many horses for sale “It is a joy to see the palfreys with a
flashing action smoothly ambling, raising and setting down
their feet as it were, both on one side alternatively” (Dent &
Goodall, 1988).
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Palfreys continued to be mentioned in the area now associated
with Dale and Fell breeds. In 1299 a good class Palfrey sold in
South England for between £4 13s 4d and £6 6s 8d, compared
to an average price of £1 4s 10d for a rouncy (a common
hackney
horse,
a
nag.
http://www.encyclo.co.uk/webster/R/97). Palfreys were the
chosen mount for ladies during this time – with no stirrups on a
side saddle (stirrups were not introduced until the 1350’s)
sitting sideways on one and on a trotting horse would have
been almost impossible. At this time, any horse performing a
lateral gait was said to be “ambling” and referred to as a
palfrey.
Palfreys in Northern Britain began to be described as a “capul”
(riding horse) – considered a better horse than found in the
south. Palfrey-type imports from Ireland (later known as Irish
Hobbies) were shipped to the mainland by Scandinavian
traders and may have helped give rise to the different type of
Palfrey found with the British Isles.
Although now extinct, the Irish Hobby was developed before
the 13th century and went on to develop into the Connemara
and the Irish Draught. Small horses, almost ponies, their
strength was found in their agility and swiftness. The French
word “hobin” comes from the Gaelic word “obann”, meaning
swift and it is from here that they were thought to have derived
their name. Their speed came from being well suited to the
bogs, forests and hills of Ireland and Scotland where they could
move much more easily than their large English Warhorse
counterparts. In rough conditions they could cover 60-70 miles
a day, allowing them to devastate the English with lightening
strike-and-retreat raids, which James Douglas was famous for.

During the 16th & 17th century it became customary for the English to refer to the ponies from
Scotland as the Scotch Hobby and the ponies from Ireland as the Irish Hobby. By 1598 most of the
Irish horses were known collectively as “Hobbies” and were much in demand for their ambling
pace and beauty. They were described by Blunderville as having a good head, a body indifferently
well proportioned, many were slender and thin buttocked, they had tender mouths, were nimble,
light, pleasant and apt to be taught manners. Sound like anything familiar that maybe is in your
stable right now munching hay?
It takes a big stretch of the imagination to go from the pony of Scotland today to the American
Saddlebred, but think on. The Icelandic Horse taken by Viking raiders in the 5th century and
Germanic Vikings in 874AD, and in isolation in Iceland since 930AD (Imus, 1995) are naturally
gaited – in fact the Tôlt is the closest in footfalls and cadence to the rack of the Saddlebred than
almost any other lateral gait found in other gaited breeds. Think what generations of crossing with
taller hot-blooded horses could do to the height and it is no longer quite such a stretch of the
imagination.
It is not until the 16th century that we find mention of Galloways in Britian. Chapter House books of
Jervaulx Abbey, dated 9th September 1513, lists over 250 horses requisitioned from the Jervaulx
estates. Only 163 are listed by gait and of these 18 are amblers and 16 “rakking hors”. A “rakking
hors” was totally impractical to a northern farmer, but it did have a good resale value when
trained and sold to the gentry. Most of these horses were probably early Dales and Fells ponies,
widely called gallowas. Did these rakking hors “rack”? Is this where the term comes from? Too
much has been lost in history to tell, but genetically one would expect the odd Dales and Fell to be
able to amble if this was so.
There is further confusion with the Galloway horse. At the time the English could not differentiate
between the two gaelic words – “Galway” (Ireland) and “Galloway” (Scotland). Did they call all
Galway and Galloway horses “Galloways”. Or, given that they called the Irish horses “Hobbies” did
the term refer to Scottish horses only? It is very confusing, especially as there was known trade
between Scotland and Ireland – perhaps they were one of the same and the English only
differentiated between them as to where the came from, Scotland or Ireland? The Scottish
Galloway was extinct by 1903, but was described as a small breed of horse, similar to those of
Iceland and Sweden reaching some 14 hands, giving a perfect picture, moving with a wish and
never tiring with a tendancy to pace rather than trot.
The Palfrey traces his origins to the horses of the Iberian Peninsula (pre Arab/Barb influence) and
back to the gaited horses of the Steppes of Asia. Up until about 1000AD almost all (riding) horses
were gaited (they called all gaited horses gaited or amblers, regardless of the actual gait shown, be
it a pace, rack or amble). The requirement for heavier horses (to carry knights and their armour)
and the improvements in roads (and subsequent requirement for carriage or trotting horses)
meant they were no longer as desirable and so fell out of fashion completely in the UK and most of
Europe. The American Saddlebred Horse can trace his roots back to these horses, which travelled
with the colonists when they went to the “New World”. From these breeds the Narrangansett
Pacer was developed in the noth east of America, which were then crossed with Thoroughbreds in
the early 18th century and by the time of the Revolutionary War they had become known as “the
American Horse”. Their abilities gained credence during this time (1861-1865) and they served as
mounts for generals on both sides. Bred mainly in Kentucky, the term “Kentucky Saddler” was
used, and in fact was the first name of the ASHA.

THE AMBLING INFLUENCE PART 3
Artists’ rendition of the Narragansett
Pacer
(http://feenixxgallery.com/north_american_horses/north_am
erican_horse_breeds/narragansett_pacer.htm)

British Colonies in America
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:British_in_th
e_Americas.PNG).
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In part 1 of this article we looked at where the “gaited”
part of the American Saddlebred Horse might have come
from and travelled from the Steppes of Asia in 1000BC to
the invasion of the South-West part of New World by
Columbus in the early 1500’s. Part 2 took us through the
British Isles with the development of the Galloway and
Hobbies and then westwards to North-East America in
the late 16th Century and up to the Civil War of America
(1860-1865). Now we will take you up to the Modern
Saddlebred and look at the development of the dawn of
the American Saddlebred.
ASHA literature traces the American Saddlebred history
through that of the Narrangansett Pacer, who was
believed to have originated in far noth eartern shores of
America on Rhode Island. The Narrangasett Pacer was
extinct by the time of the American Revolutionary War
(1775 – 1783) and is believed to have come from the
Hobbies and Galloways of the British Isles, while others
believe it has origins with the Spanish Jennet. They were
a small horse (13.2-14.2hh) had a fast pacing gait and
although not renowned for the beauty they were
crossbred to pass on their speed and their gait. They were
said to be plain, but good in form, hardy and docile, surefooted but not beautiful. Chestnut was the most common
colour, often with lots of white markings
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Narragansett_Pacer
&
http://feenixxgallery.com/north_american_horses/north_american_ho
rse_breeds/narragansett_pacer.htm). Heavily exported to
Canada and the Carribean, the Narrangansett Pacer soon
became extinct on Rhode Island. The Narrangansett Pacer
was instrumental in producing the Canadian Pacer, which
was reintroduced to the north east of America in the late
1800’s and crossed with Colonial mares and produced at
least three of the original Foundation Sires of the
American Saddlebred. There are others that think the
Canadian Pacer rose from a closed gene pool in east
Canada of purebred Arabian and Arab/Andalucian horses
imported by the French in 1608 (White, 2004).
Given the terminology to call all lateral gaits “ambling” it
is lost in antiquity whether this was a true pace as we
know it today (both lateral feet hitting the ground at the
same time – like in the Standardbred), or whether it was
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Denmark
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some form of amble – perhaps the fore-runner of the rack
in the American Saddlebred. There is a belief that when
these horses were exported to the Carribean and bred to
the Spanish Horses there that they produced the Paso
breeds we know today, however research for this article
has shown that the Spanish Jennet, an ambling, or gaiting
horse, was already in that corner of America by then, so
perhaps it was a mingling of these two strong gaited
breeds that produced the Pasos?
Were there two distinct branches of gaited horses in
America – the Spanish one in the south west and British
Colonial one in the north east? Or did some cross-breeding
occur between the two? Some say that the colonial horses
were a distinct type of horse at least a century before
Thoroughbreds were imported to America and so argue
that they had no Saracenic blood (Taylor, 1961). The maps
on the previous page show the colonies of both – at some
point Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Arkansas and Louisianna
were occupied by the Spanish AND British. Guess what
states border these? Missouri, Tennessee, Kentucky, Illinois
and Wisconsin. Did these breeds intermingle? It will
probably always be open to conjecture, however if we look
at the early Saddlebred, whose records we do have, he was
not known for his beauty (especially in the head), so
perhaps it is unlikely that he had a large influx of
Andalucian blood in his veins in the early days. However, all
historians agree that the Spanish Jennet (either via the
Columbian imports in the 1500’s or via the British Ambler,
the Palfrey) was a contributing factor in the development
of the breed.

After the Civil War Saddlebreds continued to increase in popularity and although still primarily a
working horse, rivalry between breeders was immense and in 1891 the Registry was established
for the American Saddlebred Horse. Initially there were 14 Foundation Sires, which grew to 17, but
in 1908 all but one (Denmark, a Thoroughbred) was removed with Harrison Chief being later
reinstated as a Foundation Sire nearly a century later in 1991. The Colonial horses of America,
when crossed with imported Thoroughbreds in the 1870’s and onwards, impacted on all of the
major horse breeds on the eastern seaboard, not just the American Saddlebred. There was an
inevitable mingling of bloodlines from the pre-registry breeds – the Morgan, the Saddlebred, the
Standardbred and the Tennessee Walking Horse all shared common bloodlines. Many of the
American Saddlebred Foundation Sires were of influence in the development of other breeds –
Morgans, Standardbred, Tennessee Walking Horse and the (American) Hackney Horse.

It was said that the mating of Denmark to The Stevenson Mare (a Colonial bred mare), which
produced Gaines Denmark (who was prepotent for passing on the American Saddlebred stamp) is
what made Denmark a Foundation Sire (Taylor, 1961) – so, what was it about the infusion of these
two lines that was so important? Denmark was born in 1839 and was a son of Hedgeford, (a
Thoroughbred). Denmark, standing at 16hh and dark brown, was said to possess a high head and
tail carriage. He often raced over 4 miles and even 16 miles, so was known for his stamina and
endurance. He was known to pace, so even though we tend to think of the “gaited” side coming
from the Colonial mares, there was obviously some influence on this from the sire as well.
Denmark was 8 generations removed from Blaze, a TB foaled in 1733 who himself was a
foundation sire of the Hackney. Not much is known about the Stevenson Mare, there are no
records of her dam, but her sire line records a “Roan Racking Mare” and “Sir Archy” a
Thoroughbred (ASHA archives) – again there looks like there was some gaiting blood present in her
bloodlines too. Due to almost all breeders having access to probably only a local stallion or two,
distinct types began to develop and diverged into the different types (and breeds) with the
Morgan Horse and the Standardbred mainly in the North and the Saddlebred and Tennessee
Walking Horse mainly in the South. If a stallion became available and produced good offspring,
then he was used, so finding these top stallions in the annals of the registries of all these different
breeds isn’t so unexpected after all.

American Saddlebred Foundation Sires (http://www.kinneys.net/jameswalls/sires.jpg).

1 – Pat Cleyburne; 2 – Varnon’s Roebuck; 3 – Peter’s Halcorn; 4 – Copperbottom; 5 – Coleman’s Eureka; 6 –
Stump the Dealer; 7 – Cabell’s Lexington; 8 – Prince Albert; 9 – Davy Crockett; 10 – John Dillard; 11 –
Brinker’s Drenon; 12 – Van Meter’s waxy; 13 – Texas; 14 – Sam Booker; 15 – Harrison Chief; 16 – Tom Hal;
17 – Denmark.

Table: 1891 American Saddlebred Foundation Sires (Butler & Stode (1991); White (2004);
(www.walkerswest.com)

Sire
Denmark

Brinker’s Dream
Sam Booker

Details
Foaled 1893, 16hh, dark brown. Thoroughbred.
Fine walk, slow pace and ran a 16 mile race at
Lexington.

Influence on other breeds
Descended from Blaze, who was a
foundation sire for the Hackney.
Fordham, a son of Denmark, was
influential in Hackneys in Canda and
northern States.

Grey, mainly Thoroughbred breeding.

John Dillard

Foaled 1853, mainly Thoroughbred breeding
(dam line).
Tom Hal
Foaled 1802, Blue roan. Canadian Pacer. Died at
41. Sired Copperbottom and Davy Crockett. At
35 Tom Hal, was bred to a Copperbottom mare
and produced Bald Stockings, the first horse to
perform the running walk.
Coleman’s
Morgan Horse top line, Thoroughbred dam line.
Eureka
Foaled 1864, dark chestnut. 5-Gaited show
horse, winning blue 109 ribbons out of 112
showings.
Van
Meter’s Foaled 1863, mainly Thoroughbred breeding
Waxy

Tennessee Walking Horse, possibly
Standardbred
Standardbred, Tennessee Walking
Horse

Cabell’s
Lexington
Copperbottom

Morgan
Horse,
Standardbred,
Tennessee Walking Horse
Standardbred, Tennessee Walking
Horse

Stump-TheDealer
Texas
Prince Albert
Peter’s Halcorn

Foaled 1863. Top line Morgan, bottom Tom Hal
& Copperbottom.
15.2hh roan with a tinge of copper colouring.
Canadian Pacer. Trot, pace, fox trot and running
walk.

Morgan Horse

Tennessee Walking Horse
Grey
Foaled 1871, bay.
Foaled 1835, bay
Thoroughbred top line.
Chestnut

with

white

feet.

Varnon’s
Roebuck
Added in 1892 Foaled 1838, seal brown.
Davy Crockett
Pat Cleburne
Foaled 1864. 16hh Grey. Thoroughbred top line.
Dam traces to Davy Crockett. Produced duns
and palominos.
Added in 1991 Foaled 1872, blood bay, over 16hh. Trotting Tennessee Walking Horse directly
Harrison Chief
horse. Stood at stud for over 21 seasons and and Standardbred & Hackney
sired over 1,000 offspring.
genetically – through Messenger and
Blaze.

THE AMBLING INFLUENCE PART 4
The Amble
(http://www.foxtrottersales.com)

The Running Walk
(http://www.gaitedhorses.net/Pictures/P
ictures.htm)

The Rack
(http://www.monnington-morgans.co.uk).

Paso Gaits – Corto
(http://www.horsesense4u.com)

In the previous 3 parts we have followed the gaited horse
from his travels westwards from the Steppes of Asia from
1000BC to the Iberian Peninsula. Around 200BC this horse
then took two paths, which would later converge in the
New World. One path took him to the British Isles, where
he developed into the English Ambler (Palfrey), Hobbies
and Galloways between 1100 and 1300AD and then on to
the New World in the 1600’s. The other path saw the
remaining horses on the Iberian Peninsula crossed with
Arabs and Barbs around 400AD and ultimately developed
into the Spanish Jennet. The Spanish Jennet were the first
to arrive in the New World – in the Dominican Republic in
1493 and what we now call America in the early 1500’s.
Between 1600’s and 1800’s there may well have been
crossing between these two strains, but it wasn’t until the
late 1800’s, when imported Thoroughbreds were crossed
with native Colonial mares in the NE of America that we
saw the emergence of the American Saddlebred in the
form of their foundation sires.
The amble, rack and running walk, plus all the Paso
versions give you the complete set of 4-beat gaits of a
“gaited horse”. A gaited horse is one that travels at a
speed faster than a walk, steps with one foot at a time in a
left hind, left fore, right hind, right fore pattern of footfalls
and always has at least one foot in contact with with
ground. Because there is never a moment of suspension
(when all 4 feet are in the air) there is no bounce and this
is what makes gaited horses smooth and easy to ride.
There are 4 main categories to the gaited horse
The Amble
The slowest of the gaits – generally take shorter steps
than other gaited horses. Also known as the fox trot or
singlefoot. Found in Missouri Fox Trotters and
Appalachian Singlefoot Horses, although Arabs have been
know to amble when tired or relaxed.
The Running Walk
Can reach speeds of up to a medium trot, recognised by
the reach-slide action of the hind legs and the rythmic
bobbing of the head. Found in Tennessee, Kentucky and
Plantation Walking Horses.
The Rack
This is faster than the running walk and the hind leg works
in an up-and-down motion, so there is no corresponding

Sequence of footfalls in the rack
(Butler & Strode, 1991)

head bobbing. Most of the reaching action comes from
the horse’s sloping shoulder. Found in the Saddlebred,
Racking Horse and Icelandic Horse.
The Paso Version
Different speeds depending on the amount of collection
from the speed of the piaffe to the speed of the working
trot. Wide action in front to allow for over-reaching
behind (no head-bobbing). Found in the Peruvian Paso and
Paso Fino.

So, why does a horse gait? Is it inheritance or
conformation, or can any horse be trained to gait?
Without a doubt it is inherited and due to inborn ability.
Some horses need this ability directed through training,
some will do it naturally. A horse’s conformation will
affect the execution of the gait – how well it moves. The
predetermination of the order of footfalls – whether the
horse will be diagonal (trotter), lateral (pacer) or capable
of an even four beat gait (the true racking horse) is down
to neural impulses and patterns. Through these the brain
will tell the horse in what order to move the feet – a horse
will not gait because of it’s conformation, but these neural
impulses may be so abundant it will gait despite of its
conformation.
Around 1897 the trot became fashionable and became a
required show gait. In order to enhance the trot, these
Saddle Horses were bred to imported Thoroughbreds, one
of which was Harrison Chief, who was said to show better
than a 2:20 gait at trot (Taylor, 1961). He possessed a
beautiful action at trot and was able to spring from
standstill to extreme speed but, most importantly, it was
his ability to pass these traits on that made him famous in
the Saddlebred annals – Chief of Longview, Wing
Commander, Edna May’s King and Gallant Guy to name a few all trace back to this Foundation Sire.
Harrison Chief traces back to Messenger, who the great-grandsire of Hambletonian 10, the
Foundation Sire of the Standardbred Horse and also instrumential in the development of the
(American) Hackney. Both Denmark and Harrison Chief trace to Eclipse, from whom some
Saddlebreds are known to have inherited the X-Factor – the large heart that enables them to
perform so well. Eclipse traces back to the Darley Arabian who was imported into England in 1704.
Mares also play an important part in any breeding, and one family of note is the Highlander mares
who feature heavily in the Saddlebred annuls. Tracing back to the Godolphin Barb, these mares
passed on their beauty, ambling ability and, along with the Darley Arabian, the “large heart”
factor.

By crossing these trotting and gaited bloodlines around the late 1890’s, some of their offspring had
the ability to trot for long periods of time; others could do a slow gait or rack – the ultimate
American Saddlebred is considered one that can do both – yet genetically speaking by adding into
the genetic melting pot the dominant trotting gene, we sure did make it hard for him. In order to
maintain these “five-gaits” a breeder must keep trotting genes in the equation, which will of
course result in some foals being born without the ability to gait, or not being able to gait well.
Up until at least 1955 American Saddlebred mares and geldings could be registered with the
American Saddlebred Horse Association (if approved by the Board) if they were carrying
Saddlebred blood and it was combined with Standard, Thoroughbred or other blood and of
sufficient merit displayed either by performance or progeny (American Saddlebred Museum,
2010). Everything after 1955 had to trace to an American Saddlebred,
with proof – at the time a Breeders Certificate and now DNA (now the
Registry is closed, so both sire and dam must be ASHA registered). One
of the last Saddlebreds to be accepted under these rules was Oak Hill
Chief, who was granted his registration in 1947.
Oak Hill Chief (www.americansaddlebred.org/geschichte.html)

Montogomery Chief. Foaled 1987. Traces to
Harrison Chief on both sides and is the great-greatgrandsire of Oak Hill Chief.
(http://groups.yahoo.com/group/asbsporthorse/attachments/fold
er/1162741609/item/817820361/view)

It was believed for a long time that there were only two gene pairs that produce all the gaits of the
horse – the trot/pace pair and the gait pair, the latter acting as a modifying gene on the trot/pace
or as a main gene. (Imus, 1995). The trot/pace pair is the easiest to decsribe and trot is always
dominant over pace.
Trot/Trot (TT) – horse will always trot
Trot/Pace (Tt) – horse will have a strong disposition to trot, but will sometimes pace.
Pace/Pace (tt) – horse will have a strong disposition to pace, but will sometimes trot.

Table: Punnet Square to show the genotype & phenotype of possible offspring produced when
both parents carry the trot (T) and pace (t) genes.
Sire T
t
Dam
T
TT Will always trot
Tt Strong disposition to trot
t
Tt Strong disposition to trot
tt Strong disposition to pace

The modifying gene (the gait gene) regulates the strength of a characteristic and is neither
dominant nor recessive – its main function is said to produce the walk gait for all horses. In
ungaited horses it will not have any other effect on the trot/trot, trot/pace or pace/pace gene pair
other than to produce a walk. In gaited horses it can modify the trot/pace pair and produces the
many different gaits that we see – the fox trot, the running walk, the rack etc. (Imus, 1995).
Table to show effect of the modifying gene on the trot/trot, trot/pace and pace/pace gene pairs
(Imus, 1995).
Trot/Trot, no modifier
Trot/Trot, weak modifier
Trot/Trot, strong modifer

Trot/Pace, no modifier
Trot/Pace, weak modifer
Trot/Pace, strong modifier
Pace/Pace, no modifier
Pace/Pace, weak modifier
Pace/Pace, strong modifier

Short stride at walk. No other gait but trot. (e.g. no pace)
Fast walker of the trotting breeds
Extended walk, good running walk, rack and trot. Will never pace. 5-Gaited
ASB can be found with these genes – will have a strong disposition to trot
and without training is unlikely to produce a 4-beat of any kind.
Will trot or pace but not do an intermediate gait. Standardbred can be
found with these genes.
Dual gaited horse, At moderate speed will drift into a foxtrot or stepping
pace. These genes commonly seen in Tennesee Walking Horses.
Will either trot or pace at will and considered by some the best genes for
the Tennessee Walking Horse.
Hard pacer. Never trots. Moves stiffly.
Will slide from flat walk, through a stepping pace to a hard pace. Said to
be the best genes for an ideal “Big Lick” horse.
Will usually trot as a youngster, but rarely under saddle. Has a moderate
head nod (in it’s “gait”) and becomes “racky” at speed. Ideal plantation
Tennessee Walking Horses genes.

However, in 2012 a Swedish study at the Uppsala University identified the gene DMRT3 on
chromosome 23 as being responsible for horses being able to trot or pace (Winn, 2013). [In
humans, chromosome 23 is more commonly refered to as the “sex” gene as it determines the sex
of the child, but humans only have 23 pairs of chromosomes whilst horses have 32]. Gene DMRT3
is a dominant mutation of the trot gene, so Imus’ beliefs were grounded in fact. This mutation was
first identified in a group of Icelandic Horses which naturally ambled (tôlt) and then verified in
other gaited breeds sucg as the Paso Fino, Tennessee Walking Horse and Standardbred by the
Swedish study. To read the full article, view online at: http://dx.doi.org/doi:10.1038/nature11399
This mutated gene means the horses legs are free to move off the diagonal (trot). In the original
study Andersson (2012) noticed all of the Icelandic horses that paced were homozygous (they had
two copies of this mutated gene), but those that only racked and did not pace were
heterozygous(they only had one copy of the mutated gene). As this mutated gene is dominant only
one copy is needed for the trait to be expressed – the short of this is that the offspring of ANY
pacer will always give you a horse that can rack. A test is now available for this mutated gene, so
that breeders can calculate the probability of producing gaited offspring
(www.vgl.ucdavis.edu/services/SynchroGait.php)
At top speeds, 4-beat gaits are neither practical nor efficient – without the airborne phase (period
of suspension), gaited horses cannot cover the ground that other horses can whilst “moving out”.
However, at moderate speeds, for long periods, the gaited horse is supreme – he can maintain his
gait for hours at a time and as one foot is always on the ground he is sure-footed and so ideal for

rough ground. It is this lack of suspension that makes him the ideal mount for riders who, for
whatever reason, do not want the “jarring” trot.
For help with training your gaited Saddlebred, don’t forget we have our “Ask The Trainer” link on
our website: www.american-saddlebred.co.uk, plus both Excell Training & Monnington Morgans
(both in the UK) have trainers familiar with the training of gaited Saddlebreds.
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